**SIGNS OF SPRING SCAVENGER HUNT**

Is spring truly here? Have outside and see how many items you can find from the list at XXX. You’ll have to use most of your senses to check off the sights, sounds, and smells of spring.

Not all neighborhoods will be host to everything on the list, but a few items from the list are sure to be found on your block. or in the skies overhead! If desired, make a photocopy of the list on page XXX for each member of your family. Or, take your book with you and head outside!

* Buds on trees or shrubs
* Puddles
* An insect of any kind
* Migrating waterfowl
* Birdsong in the air
* Tadpoles or frog eggs
* A spring flower
* A frog (or frog calls)
* Bird’s nest
* Soft, green grass
* The feel of a warm breeze
* Caterpillar
* Butterfly or moth
* Baby leaves
* Mud
* Rain clouds
* A tree in bloom
* The smell of coming rain
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